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Abstract
Notifications on mobile devices punctuate our daily lives to provide information and prompt for further engagement.
Investigations into the cognitive processes involved in consuming notifications are common across the literature, however
most research to date investigates notifications in isolation of one another. In reality, notifications often coexist together,
forming a “stack”, however the behavioural implications of this on the response towards individual notifications has
received limited attention. Through an in-the-wild study of 1,889 Android devices, we observe user behaviour in a stream
of 30 million notifications from over 6,000 applications. We find distinct strategies for user management of the notification
stack within usage sessions, beyond the behaviour patterns observable from responses to individual notifications. From
the analysis, we make recommendations for collecting and reporting data from mobile applications to improve validity
through timely responses, and capture potential confounding features.
Keywords: Notifications, smartphone, mobile computing, experience sampling

1. Introduction

can be selective (e.g., [6, 15]), the potential influence from
the arrival or presence of other notifications has not been
explicitly considered. In particular, this overlooks the potential for notifications to build up and coexist together as
a list or “stack” (as shown in Figure 1) where they compete
for attention.
Presenting the user with a stack of notifications creates
more cognitive effort as a result of the implicit or explicit
decisions on what to remove when; with the diverse nature
of notification design and functionality increasing the complexity further. This issue forms the focus of this study,
where we investigate the extent that notification stacks
occur and how individual notifications are reviewed and
removed within a stack. To enable this, a bespoke Android
application (Boomerang Notifications) was developed and
released “in-the-wild”. The application monitored when
notifications occur on the device, collects their properties,
and records when they are removed, enabling us to observe
user behaviour towards notification stacks. The application
offered utility to its users to encourage uptake (as proved
successful in [1]) by enabling notifications on the device to
be saved and “boomeranged” back to the user at a later
time. It was released on the Google Play Store with 3,106
users installing the application over a 10-week period. However, as some users only tried the application for less than a
day, we subsequently filtered these to 1,889 users (discussed
further in Section 3.1), resulting in a dataset of 30,298,226
notification arrival events across 6,372 applications.
Analysis of the dataset results in two main contributions.
Firstly, we provide insight into how often notifications
build up into stacks, highlighting that the convention of
considering notifications in isolation along with the con-

Notifications form an integral part of mobile device usage
by providing users with information relevant to individual
applications and system operation [1]. However, notifications can arrive at inopportune moments, where they are
not immediately attended to [2, 3], creating a backlog and
a burden on the user to manually manage and filter based
on their perceived relevance. For applications that use
notifications to prompt an individual to provide data (i.e.,
the experience sampling method (ESM) [4]), delayed or
ignored responses can have an adverse effect on the data
quality, particularly for those that require time or contextsensitive data in situ. Previous studies have empirically
highlighted the extent that requests for data collection via
notifications are ignored (e.g., [5, 6]). This has led to examination of the cognitive processes involved in responding to
notifications, leading to recommendations for notification
design (e.g., [7, 8]), as well as the development of intelligent
delivery systems (e.g., [9, 10]).
Previous investigations into the decision processes involved in notification management have implicitly assumed
that mobile users review and respond to individual notifications in isolation of each other (e.g., [5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13]).
While it has been acknowledged that notifications can arrive frequently (e.g., [1, 14]) and that removal behaviour
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2.1. The daily presence and diversity of notifications
A significant focus of the literature has been to explore
the extent to which notifications punctuate our lives in
order to attract attention, including whether notifications
from some types of applications (e.g., communication) occur more frequently than others (e.g., [1, 14]), and whether
context such as time of day are relevant (e.g., [3, 12]).
A common conclusion from these studies is that notifications arrive frequently but non-uniformly, reflective of the
unregulated nature in which they are generated by applications. Combined with studies examining the response
behaviour towards individual notifications, this motivates
design principles and systems for delivering notifications
at more opportune moments (e.g., [7, 15, 17]).
Despite this, there are some limitations in current work
that motivate further attention [20]. Firstly, studies typically examine notifications as a collection of individual
events (e.g., [3, 5, 13, 14]), and do not explore the extent
to which notifications build-up and coexist. Secondly, the
originating application and content are no longer the only
distinguishing characteristics of notifications, which have
evolved to have a range of properties (e.g., an assigned priority) that affect how they are shown and can be interacted
with.

Individual notifications

Notification stack

presented to the user at the same time (e.g., as shown in
Figure 1), with research surrounding other types of media
(e.g., email inboxes [21]) suggesting that this is a task that
we frequently face.

Figure 1: Example Android notification drawer showing a stack of
notifications.

textual features of the device only provides a partial view
of notification decision making behaviour. Secondly, we
explore behavioural patterns concerning when and how
notifications are removed from the stack, or retained for
later attention. From this, we find correlations suggesting
that individual notifications can both positively and negatively impact the response behaviour towards others. In
light of our analysis, we conclude with a discussion of recommendations concerning the behaviours and features of
notification stacks that should be considered in the design,
delivery, and evaluation of individual notifications. For
ESM-based applications, these recommendations present
strategies for delivery and redelivery depending on whether
data collection needs to be near real-time or just reported
daily.

2.2. Cognitive processes in managing notifications
A typical notification prompts the user to review some
content and, based on the perceived utility it offers, either
remove it or keep it until a later time. This has motivated
the examination of the decision processes that underpin if
and how notifications are responded to (e.g., [6, 15, 22]),
as seen more generally in wider electronic-based systems
(e.g., [23]). The conclusions of these studies have found
that users devote a limited amount of time and resources to
reviewing notifications [2, 24, 25, 26] and as a result they
may be removed at a later time than their first appearance.
In these cases, the user may in fact physically be reachable,
since they interact with the device, but not receptive to
respond to the specific content [5].
Furthermore, several software-based mechanisms on the
device can be used to support the user in managing notifications [27]. Historically, this simply enabled the user to
set the device’s “ringer mode” to be silent so that audible
cues are suppressed [28]. The recent evolution of mobile
operating systems such as Android has allowed for further
customisation, for example, policies that suppress notifications only from specific applications for specific time
periods. While existing studies have shed light on the use
of silent mode to support notification management [24, 29],
there has been limited empirical investigation of notification
policies [6] and the settings that affect where notifications
are displayed.

2. Background
To date, the study of human behaviour towards mobile
notifications has primarily concerned determining when
they should be delivered so that they provide maximum
utility and minimum annoyance (e.g., [5, 16, 12, 17, 18, 19]).
Towards this, individual research studies typically examine
what is received, (i.e., the frequency and diversity of notifications) and/or how they are acted upon (i.e., whether they
are removed or kept until a later time). While conclusions
of how humans typically handle high volumes of notifications can be drawn from aggregating their behaviour
towards individual notifications (e.g., [1, 13]), a common
limitation across the literature is that notifications and responses are examined individually [20]. In particular, there
has been little investigation into the potential conscious
or sub-conscious influence of multiple notifications being
2

Studies have shown that user behaviour does not always
reflect their use of policies. For example, Mehrotra et al.
[6] find that users still responded to individual notifications
during periods of self-declared unavailability. Additionally,
Lopez et al. [18] find that people consciously adjust the
interruption settings of their device based on proximity
to themselves, rather than to suppress their interruptive
nature. However, this has been limited to the perspective
of individual notifications. Examining the effect of this
suppression on the wider notification stack during these periods could offer further insights into whether self-declared
interruption policies reflect the other cognitive processes
being used.
Finally, research surrounding the broader topic of interruptibility [20] has investigated the development of tools
or “notification management systems” [30] to help schedule
interruptions at appropriate times. These systems are not
exclusive to mobile notifications and span a variety of technology platforms, such as personal computers [31] through
to more ambient environments [32]. Broadly speaking,
these systems can be classified into those that help mediate delivery on behalf of the user and those that mediate
delivery on behalf of the application. As an example of
the first, PrefMiner [33] creates notification delivery rules
managed by the user, with NHistory [34] allowing users
to defer notifications until a later time. From the application perspective, Attelia [9] analyses low-level interactions
with the device in order to deliver notifications alongside
common tasks, and there is an emerging body of predictive
models to support notification delivery (e.g., [5, 7, 12, 35]).
However, current systems only consider individual notifications in isolation, whereas the focus of this paper is to
demonstrate the potential benefits of a holistic approach.

informed consent to collect anonymised data. The choice of
implicit background data collection (as used in [5, 6, 12, 19])
enables the capture of natural behaviour at scale and longitudinally, minimising the behavioural bias that can occur
from controlled experiment environments [37]. The application runs as a background service and collects anonymised
notification meta-data accessed via the NotificationListener
API, as used in related works [6, 36]. Alongside notification
meta-data, contextual events relevant to the device and its
usage (e.g., screen on/off events) and device preferences
(e.g., whether notifications were present on the lock screen)
were also collected. To avoid privacy concerns, the contents
of notifications (e.g., text) and sensitive contextual data
such as fine-grained application usage and location were
not collected.
Data was collected from 3,106 users over a 67-day period.
The first day of usage for each user was removed, as this only
covers a partial day and may be inconsistent as users experiment with functionality. This removes 1,217 users (39.2%)
who only used the application briefly from the dataset.
The resulting dataset contains 1,889 users that used the
application for an average of 7 days (SD = 4.6, Mdn = 6),
spanning a variety of Android versions (API-21: n = 151,
API-22: n = 249, API-23: n = 1236, API-24: n = 1),
across 332 device models and 45 manufacturers (this data
was not available for n = 252 users). Users providing
less than a weeks data showed no significant difference in
the mean time spent on the device compared to longer
users (Mann-Whitney rank test after testing for normality,
U = 433, 158, p = 0.32). There were also no significant
differences in overall device usage in the first and second
weeks (for those that used the app for at least 2-weeks),
based on a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Z = 8303, p = 0.51).
From this we assume that the data provided by users represent typical days of usage irrespective of their overall
participation time.

3. Methodology
A bespoke Android application was developed to collect
information surrounding all notifications that occur on the
device (e.g., similar to [1, 14, 36]). This contrasts with a
common convention of previous studies (e.g., [3, 7, 24]) that
only examine behaviour towards notifications generated by
the study application.

3.2. Usage subgroups
Similar to existing large-scale works focusing on individual notifications (e.g., [1, 38]), we examine behaviour
averaged over users for all active days. However, as individuals have been shown to be active to a different extent
on their devices per day [39], we also split the users into
tertiles based on their mean time spent on the device
each day. We define the lower tertile group as ‘low usage
users’ (LUU) with 1.65 hours per day on average (SD =
0.68, Mdn = 1.77, n = 630); the middle tertile group as
‘medium usage users’ (MUU) with 3.48 hours per day on
average (SD = 0.53, Mdn = 3.44, n = 629); and the higher
tertile group as ‘high usage users’ (HUU) with 7.05 hours
per day on average (SD = 2.38, Mdn = 6.31, n = 630).
We examine the notification stacks and behaviour of these
groups in addition to an aggregated set of all users, and
comment on where results for a given group are notably different from the aggregated dataset, supported by statistical
tests after testing for normality.

3.1. Data collection
We developed Boomerang Notifications and distributed
the application freely for self-selecting participants through
the Google Play Store. Before doing so, the study underwent the ethics approval processes of the authors’ institution. The in-the-wild study environment (as used in
related works, e.g. [17, 5, 7]) motivates users to take part
in the study through some other utility than monetary
compensation. In this case, the application enabled users
to save notifications in the application for the purpose of
archiving or to act as reminders (similar to [34]), a feature
that enabled uptake for large-scale data collection.
After installing the application, users were presented with
a setup process describing the research study and asking for
3

3.3. Sessions of device usage
Users review and address notifications as part of device
usage. Before examining the dataset, pre-processing is
performed in order to construct sessions [40]. Similar to [16,
41, 42], we define a usage session as the period between
a screen on/boot event and screen off/shut down event,
when a user can be assumed to be using their device in
some way. The data set contains 1,066,475 usage sessions
across all users after discarding cases of mismatched pairs
of screen on/off events (e.g., as a result of the device losing
power) or data gaps in the notification meta-data at the
start of the session (e.g., as a result of notifications existing
before the application was activated). This corresponds
to an average of 81.30 usage sessions per user per day
(SD = 110.38, Mdn = 65). However, this is lower for LUU
(M = 58.92, SD = 50.12, Mdn = 50), higher for HUU
(M = 100.43, SD = 171.98, Mdn = 71), and similar to
the aggregate for MUU. A Kruskal-Wallis H-test reveals
that the average number of sessions a user has per day
is statistically significant across the subgroups (χ2 (2) =
189.61, p < 0.001), with Dunn post-hoc tests showing
significance between LUU and MUU and LUU and HUU.
Overall, this suggests that the number of times the device
is used in a day correlates with the total time on the device
per day.

Figure 2: An example showing the icons of two priority notifications
being shown along the top of the screen

and other status-based notifications). These results show
that notifications have evolved from being synonymous
with communication or alarm based interruptions (as highlighted by [1, 14, 38]). Nevertheless, this highlights the
extent in which notifications compete for our attention,
with each update intending to provide some utility to the
user.
The multifaceted design of notifications, their arrival and
update frequency, and the freedom given to users to manage
their presence enables notifications to co-exist over time as
a stack, however we note that notifications within the stack
can be accessed and acted upon individually. At the start
of a usage session, a user can be faced with a stack of one
or more notifications (as shown in Figure 1), containing
those that were either not removed in the previous session,
or arrived in the interim, with the stack then updated from
notification events during a usage session.
Analysis of notification stacks at the start of the usage
sessions reveals that a user is typically faced with an average of 6.37 notifications (SD = 6.26, Mdn = 5). From
another perspective, 90.2% of all sessions started with 2 or
more notifications (n = 962, 305), 7.9% a single notification
(n = 84, 382), and only 1.9% contained no notifications at
all (n = 19, 788), with a chi-square test of the contingency
table between user subgroups showing no significant differences. Overall, this shows that users often face multiple
notifications to review (or review again), even if they were
only interrupted by one of these.
Stacks are also diverse in terms of applications and design
properties, increasing the complexity of reviewing them
beyond their individual content exclusively. We find that
a typical stack contains notifications generated across 5.11
applications (SD = 3.60, Mdn = 4), with 1.15 notifications
part of a group (SD = 2.87, Mdn = 0), and each notification having an average of 1.79 actions (e.g., tap actions and
buttons) that could be performed (SD = 0.68, Mdn = 1).
Analysis for usage subgroups shows similar results, except
that HUU has a notably higher average of 7.22 notifications at the start of a session (SD = 5.77, Mdn = 5). A
Kruskal-Wallis H-test revealed that this difference is significant (χ2 (2) = 8.13, p = 0.017), with Dunn post-hoc
tests showing significance between HUU and both LUU and
MUU (p = 0.037 and p = 0.045 respectively). The diversity
of the stacks are also similar across the user subgroups,
despite the slight differences in number of notifications.
The cognitive burden on the user at the start of a session
may be slightly lessened as Android only displays lower priority notifications in the full notification drawer (as shown
in Figure 1) and therefore they may not be immediately
seen. Table 1 shows the distribution of notification priorities in the dataset, with a chi-square test showing no signif-

4. Notifications build up into stacks
To motivate exploring how notification stacks are managed, we begin by examining the extent to which they
occur. Notifications are issued to devices frequently,
with an average of 218 new notifications per user per
day (SD = 259.75, Mdn = 161), in addition to 1,882
updates (SD = 3, 512, Mdn = 827). Users in the
LUU subgroup typically received less than this (new:
M = 143.59, SD = 202.24, Mdn = 111.17; updates:
M = 1297.37, SD = 2326.31, Mdn = 647.59), HUU typically more (new: M = 310.89, SD = 374, Mdn = 232.95;
updates: M = 2, 499.63, SD = 3, 129.24, Mdn = 1, 451.05),
and MUU similar to the aggregate. A Kruskal-Wallis Htest reveals significant differences between the subgroups
(χ2 (2) = 317.30 (new) 175.28 (updates), both p < 0.001)
with Dunn’s post-hoc tests showing significance between all
pairs. This is unsurprising as using the device is likely to
involve activities that induce notifications (e.g., messaging
apps).
It is important to consider that users are unlikely to
consciously perceive these high rates of notification delivery, as some are presented in groups (e.g., emails), have
no interruptive cues (e.g., download progress updates),
or are relatively minor (e.g., changes to playing media).
We find support for this in the features of notifications,
with 6.35% of all notifications (including updates) typically
displayed in a group, only 9.69% having explicit interruptive cues beyond appearing visually, and 82.09% not being
removable through a swipe (a common feature of media
4

(N = 478, 845) of all sessions see at least one notification removed, with a similar proportion for each usage
subgroup. Sessions containing notification removals last
5.45 minutes on average (SD = 25.93, Mdn = 1.23),
consistent with previous literature [39]. They are separated by 34.38 minutes on average (over a 24-hour period)
(SD = 208.63, Mdn = 6.42) and involve 5 removal events
(SD = 13.67, Mdn = 2).
For the three usage subgroups, removals broadly correlate with the time spent on the device, as well the number
of sessions and notifications. LUU have shorter sessions
(M = 3.14, SD = 17.75, Mdn = 0.95), longer time between them (M = 51.40, SD = 307.24, Mdn = 9.66), and
slightly less removals (M = 3.94, SD = 10.10, Mdn = 2).
HUU have longer sessions (M = 8.29, SD = 37.26, Mdn =
1.65), much less time between them (M = 24.75, SD =
107.73, Mdn = 4.63), and remove more notifications
from the stack (M = 6.38, SD = 19.25, Mdn = 3).
MUU behaves similar to the aggregate. A Kruskal-Wallis
H-test shows that the distributions in the mean values
for each user across the subgroups is statistically significant (Session length: χ2 (2) = 1641.0, p < 0.001; Time
in-between: χ2 (2) = 1621.69, p < 0.001; # removals:
χ2 (2) = 1667.18, p < 0.001), with Dunn post-hoc tests
showing significance between all pairs. Overall, despite the
differences between the user groups it is clear that notification management forms an integral part of device usage.
Relative to the overall time spent on the device, this suggests that users typically adopt an approach of managing
the notification stack often, in short bursts, which may be
reflective of the frequent arrival of notifications observed
in Section 4.
Additionally, we examined whether the number of notifications received since the last session was negatively
correlated with the time since, which would indicate that
users are drawn towards a likely increasing stack. However, we find this not to be the case with a Spearman
correlation test showing a strong, positive correlation
(rs = 0.54, p < 0.001), where unsurprisingly the longer
the time between sessions, the more notifications that occur. This is further supported by a positive correlation
(rs = 0.29, p < 0.001) between the time since the last
session and difference in stack size since the last session.
All user subgroups are similar in this regard, suggesting
that the presence of a growing notification stack does not
induce usage.
Usage sessions involving removals may have been triggered by the arrival of a notification [7, 12], or the user may
have explicitly chosen to check their notifications, or simply
done so alongside their other device usage. To examine the
impact of notification arrivals, we extracted usage sessions
that started at least 30 seconds after the previous session
(N = 732, 187), and also had notifications arrive within
the previous 30 seconds (n = 284, 773, 38.89%). This has
previously been shown to be enough time for a user to
unlock the device, open the notification drawer and remove
a notification [5]. The majority, but not all of these ses-

Table 1: Frequency of priority usage

Number of notifications
Max
High
Normal
Low
Min
Unknown

7,444,584
2,988,242
11,639,756
1,520,742
6,384,994
22,463

%
24.81
9.96
38.80
5.07
21.28
<0.1

icance in the contingency table of the frequencies between
the usage subgroups. We note that notifications are frequently set to either high or maximum priority, highlighting
notification competition further. We extracted the subset
of notifications with a priority of normal and above as these
will be shown directly on the lock-screen (if user preferences
allow for it) and in a smaller form factor along the top bar
(Figure 2). We term these to be the priority notifications
of the stack (shown in Figure 1) and find that sessions typically have 4.26 priority notifications (SD = 5.70, Mdn = 3),
however 14.46% (n = 154, 219) of sessions had no priority
notifications at the start. All usage subgroups are similar in
this regard, however HUU typically contains slightly more
priority notifications (M = 4.73, SD = 5.64, Mdn = 3).
A Kruskal-Wallis H-test shows that this difference is significant (χ2 (2) = 17.46, p < 0.001), with Dunn post-hoc
tests showing significance between HUU and both LUU
and MUU (p = 0.002 and p < 0.001 respectively).
Overall, this analysis highlights that users are often
faced with a stack of multiple, diverse notifications to review. From the perspective of the design and delivery of
individual notifications, this suggests that notification management could be (consciously or subconsciously) perceived
as a single task, rather than a set of cognitively independent tasks. Particularly for those where a timely response
is important (e.g., for the accuracy of data collection via
notifications), this presents initial evidence that the design
and response processes towards the notification should not
be considered in isolation of what else is occurring on the
device. Investigating the behavioural effects of the notification stack on individual notifications forms the focus of
the following analysis, in which we examine when and how
the notification stack is managed.
5. When the stack is managed
As users are often faced with a stack of notifications to
review, we examine when management occurs over time,
comparing behaviour across sessions, within sessions, and
the effect of interruption policies as a mediating factor.
5.1. Frequency of notification stack management
We begin by exploring the nature of usage sessions that
include notification stack management. Just under half
5

sions, (n = 225, 245, 79.10%) had notification removals,
with all subgroups similar in this regard. This reflects
previous findings that individuals can sometimes choose to
investigate notifications, but delay removing them until a
later time (e.g., [12, 15]).
Closer inspection reveals that notification arrivals often prompt the user to review the notification stack as
a whole, rather than solely focus on those that may
have directed their attention towards the device. Only
a small proportion of sessions involved the exclusive removal of notifications that arrived within the 30 seconds beforehand (n = 26, 482, 11.76%), with users often processing earlier notifications as well, either in addition (n = 53, 205, 23.62%), or in some cases only those
older notifications (n = 82, 984, 36.84%). The remaining sessions account for those where the user only processed notifications which occurred after the session started
(n = 62, 574, 27.78%). While the user may have chosen to
interact with the device for another task, this speculatively
suggests that notification arrivals trigger the user to use
their smartphone for some other use. All usage subgroups
had similar frequencies suggesting that this is a common
behaviour, with a chi-square test of the contingency table
showing no significant difference between the groups.
These results have important implications where a near
immediate response is required, such as for ESM-based data
collection. While notification management happens often,
a user may not respond to a notification in isolation and
their attention is likely shared across the stack. The arrival
of other notifications may also direct the user to review
existing notifications, where the data collection notification
may receive attention without prompting the user again.
On the other hand, there are potential confounding factors
for the specific case of ESM, where interrupting a user (for
example to ask about their level of smartphone usage) may
trigger an increase in usage. In these cases, an additional
data collection device could be used [43].
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Figure 3: Normalised time (0 = session start, 1 = session end) of
removal for notifications present at start
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Figure 4: Normalised time (0 = session start, 1 = session end) of
removal for notifications arriving during session

5.2. Stack management within sessions
We investigate whether there are patterns in when notification management occurs in the context of wider smartphone usage and other tasks. Figures 3 and 4 show the
distribution of removal times, split between those notifications present in the stack at the start of the sessions
(N = 745, 386) and those that were added and removed
during a given session (N = 1, 599, 411) respectively. A
chi-square test applied to the normalised frequencies reveals that the difference between the two distributions is
significant (χ2 (19) = 84.71, p < 0.001), a result which also
holds for each of the usage subgroups.
For notifications that were present in the stack at the
start (Figure 3), the results show spikes in removals at
the start and end of sessions. The larger proportion of
consumption at the start is expected, given that notifications are typically shown on the lock-screen and that usage
sessions could be triggered by a notification (Section 5.1).
This is further supported by the long-tail distribution of

removals. However, the larger proportion of removals at the
end of sessions is more surprising, suggesting that typical
behaviour is to review notifications at the end of sessions,
and remove those that no longer serve a purpose. For notifications that arrived and were removed during the same
session (Figure 4), the removals occurred at a relatively
even rate, with small peaks at the start and end. This
suggests that users will disrupt their current task on the
device to manage stack changes in situ. These distributions
are very similar across the subgroups when normalised to
the number of notification removals in each, suggesting that
these are common behaviours. Chi-square tests on the contingency tables containing the frequencies between the bins
for each of the subgroups show no significant difference.
To further explore the impact of arrival times, we
analysed the lifetimes of notifications that arrive during sessions (including updates to those in the starting
stack) and found that the average period between arrival and consumption was 60 seconds, but with a much
6

smaller median of 4.84 seconds (SD = 579.42). All subgroups have a similar median between 4-5 seconds (LUU:
M = 32.06, SD = 551.90; MUU: M = 36.36, SD = 340.61;
HUU: M = 83.08, SD = 689.17), but significantly different
distributions overall (χ2 (2) = 3914.10, p < 0.001) and
between all pairs. Overall, this shows that the majority of
notifications that occur within a session are reviewed and
removed quickly. However, the overall distribution suggests
that users may not attend to notifications immediately and
may instead prolong usage in order to review and manage
notifications at the end of sessions (as shown in Figure 4).
This could also reflect findings in previous studies that find
that breakpoints in tasks (e.g., at the end of smartphone
usage) can be suitable moments to deliver information (e.g.,
[9, 31]).

a reliable source for response estimation and that multinotification stack management is still evident (supporting
the findings of Section 5.1).
Overall, the results surrounding when notifications are
managed highlight that notification management is a frequently performed task of reviewing multiple, concurrent
notifications, even if a single notification may have triggered a response process. This suggests that users may not
be considering individual notifications in cognitive isolation of one another, and that the presence of others may
have positive or negative consequences on if, and how, a
particular notification is responded to.

5.3. The influence of interruption policies
Interruption policies enable “do-not-disturb” capability
for notifications over a set time period, extending the historical device-wide silent mode by providing application-level
policies. While notifications still arrive as usual, the associated audio, and haptic cues are suppressed. By design,
this could lead to the recommendation that interruption
policies should be considered for experience sampling notifications. However, we find that the majority of users
(n = 1282, 67.87%) did not use an interruption policy at all,
suggesting that manually managing these may be undesirable. In these cases, users only suppressed interruptions by
setting the device to a global vibrate rule (if at all), where
the audio cues of all notifications are silenced but vibrate
and visual cues still occur. A chi-square test showed no
significant difference between the usage subgroups, suggesting that use of these policies does not correlate with the
amount of daily usage.
For those users that did adopt interruption policies
(n = 607, 32.13%), the majority of these (n = 480, 79.07%)
only applied selective policies to allow audio and haptic
cues from specific notifications (e.g., only alarms). A small
number of users (n = 79, 13.01%) only used policies that
silence all notifications, and a few users (n = 34, 5.6%)
used both types (14 users had this level of detail missing).
Additionally, we find that these frequencies are similar for
each subgroup, with a chi-square test on the contingency
table not showing a significant difference. API restrictions
and privacy permissions prevent the exploration of individual rules; however, the results indicate that users are
generally not using Androids built in interruption policies.
This shows that notification management behaviour is
not always consistent with the policies put in place. This
reflects other findings in the literature, such as users still
responding to individual notifications in silent mode [6] and
that they consciously prefer different interruptive cues (e.g.,
LED or vibrate) depending on where the device is in the
environment in relation to the user, rather than suppressing
them as a measure of self-declared uninterruptibility [18].
From the viewpoint of designing the delivery of individual
notifications, this shows that interruption policies are not

Examining how the notification stack is managed can
provide further insight into the decision-making processes
taking place, and in particular, the extent to which the
stack affects how individual notifications are perceived. To
examine this, we structure the analysis under 3 areas: i)
differences in user preferences in how notifications are made
known to the user, ii) the manner in which the user reviews
the notification stack, and iii) the extent to which stacks
are consumed during device usage or kept across multiple
usage sessions.

6. How the stack is managed

6.1. How notifications are made known to the user
Android enables some customisation of when and where
notifications are presented to the user through a number
of device-wide settings, including: whether the notification
stack is shown on the lock-screen; whether private content
of notifications in the stack is concealed if they are shown
on the lock-screen; whether high priority notifications are
shown as pop-ups during usage; and whether the LED patterns on notifications are performed (if an LED is present
on the device). This can impact if, and where, notifications
are displayed either singularly, or together, and in the case
of the lock-screen, could impact the potential influence of
the stack when responding to a trigger from an individual,
interrupting notification. Figure 5 shows their relative use
in the dataset. Unfortunately, as API limits prevent us
from detecting the device’s default settings, we are unable
to determine if the users made a conscious choice or if
the setting was left as the default. However, we note that
previous research has shown that users typically do not
deviate from the default settings [44].
From the perspective of applications designing and implementing a new notification delivery strategy, it is important to consider that not all users have the same notification environment. For example, almost a quarter of
users (n = 437, 23.14%) do not see notification content
on the lock-screen. This has fundamental ramifications for
applications prompting the user for data via notifications,
as the user will need to unlock the device in order to access
and act upon it. Previous research [5] shows that users
are more willing to respond a notification to the point of
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supports that stacks of notifications are reviewed top-down.
Additionally, as only a small number of notifications are
typically removed per session (as shown in Section 5),
this tentatively suggests that notification management is
perceived to some extent as a stack problem, with some
bias towards those at the top of the stack. Based on
this, applications may wish to review the position of their
notifications over time and potentially redeliver if they drift
towards the bottom of the stack. Care should also be taken
in ESM-based applications, where a lack of response may
be due to the weight of other notifications rather than a
conscious decision to ignore.

the lockscreen but exit the process without unlocking the
device if they find the content undesirable. Additionally,
just over a fifth of users (n = 412, 21.81%) did not allow a
notification’s LED pattern to play on arrival (however, API
limits prevent us from knowing whether LED hardware
is present in the device). A chi-square test revealed that
these frequencies to are similar across the user subgroups,
indicating that notification settings do not correlate with
the extent of usage.
6.2. Ordering within the stack
Section 5.2 showed that individuals prioritise notification management around other usage, however this does
not indicate how the stack is reviewed once the decision
is made. To investigate whether the notification stack is
likely reviewed as a set of cognitively independent tasks,
we firstly examine the order in which notifications are removed. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the absolute
position of notifications in the stack when they were removed. This shows a long-tail distribution, suggesting that
users typically adopt a top-down approach to managing
the notification stack. Notifications could appear below
other non-dismissible or grouped content in the stack (as
highlighted by Section 4), which may explain why the second and third positions are also common, whereby users
may be removing the highest notification possible. This
behaviour can be seen as a common behaviour across the
user subgroups, with a chi-square test of the contingency
table of frequencies across the bins showing no statistical
significance between the groups.
As notification stacks can vary in size, we also explore
the distribution using the relative position of removed
notifications in the stack. The results mirror that of the
absolute position with a long-tail distribution and a low
average position of 20.85% into the stack (from the top),
(SD = 23.25%, Mdn = 14.0%). As stacks typically contain
multiple notifications (as shown in Section 4), this further

6.3. Extent of stack removals and deferred removals
The analysis so far has suggested that notification removals are selective, reflecting previous findings that individuals are not always receptive to removing notifications
when they are seen [3, 5, 12]. To build on this, Figure 7
examines which notifications were present in the stack at
the start of usage sessions and were removed by the end
(19,886 sessions were omitted for either having no notifications in the stack at the start of the session, or incomplete
meta-data at the end of the session). Figure 7 also shows
the distribution if only priority notifications that could be
dismissed are considered; as these notifications are designed
to be the most visible and arguably intended to be removed
(an additional 269,357 sessions were removed as the notification stack at the start of these sessions did not contain
any of this type of notification). Each subgroup produced
similar frequencies to the aggregate for both all notifications and priority notifications, with chi-square tests on
the contingency table showing no statistical significance.
Overall, the results show that while sessions with removal
events occur frequently (Section 5.1), typically only a subset of notifications present at the start of the session are
removed. A chi-square test shows that the normalised frequencies in none, some, and all notifications being removed
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dealing with notifications can often be deferred to a later
session.
Android allows notifications containing a similar type of
content to be grouped together in the stack by applications.
For example, an email application may consolidate multiple
messages into a single grouped notification. Notification
groups are comprised of a single summary notification,
with one or more child notifications that can be accessed
by ‘expanding’ the summary notification with a gesture.
All child notifications are removed when a summary notification is deleted, however they can also be accessed
and removed individually. To examine whether users typically remove these notifications en masse or individually,
we examine the average pairwise distance in the removal
times among all notifications removed from a group in a
session (N = 81, 956 groups). We assume that the notifications were likely removed as a group if the mean
gap is less than 2 seconds. If longer, we assume that at
least a subset of notifications were reviewed and removed
individually. We find that the majority of notification
groups are removed en masse (73.94%), with similar high
proportions for the user subgroups. The distribution in
mean removal times is long-tailed, suggesting that group
removals can spread across a session (M = 100.52 seconds,
SD = 959.24, Mdn = 0.12). A Kruskal-Wallis H-test shows
that the difference between the user subgroups is significant
(χ2 (2) = 1034.17, p < 0.001), with Dunn post-hoc tests
showing significance between all pairs.
The selective removal behaviour observed leads to the
question of whether this is due to intentional retention,
or whether the presence and behaviour towards other notifications has some degree of conscious or subconscious
influence (as suggested by the position of removed notifications in Section 6.2). To examine this, Figure 8 shows
the extent that priority notifications (that are individually
dismissible) at the start of a usage session are consumed
by the end. The results show that the proportion of the

is different between all notifications and only priority notifications that are dismissable (χ2 (2) = 20.92, p < 0.001),
with similar results for each of the usage subgroups. Combining this with the findings that individuals are typically
selective in when removals occur (Section 5) and prioritise
those at the top of the stack (Section 6.2), this suggests
that limited resources are spent in reviewing notifications
and the decision processes made in responding to individual
notifications is influenced to some degree from the presence
and behaviour towards others.
This selectivity can be supported further by examining the notification stack at the end of sessions, irrespective of the starting stack (as notifications can also occur
during usage). The results show that 67.70% of sessions
(n = 712, 549) ended with at least 1 dismissible priority notification remaining in the stack (M = 4.07, SD =
5.19, Mdn = 2), counted over those sessions which either
had notifications present at the start or had at least one
arrive during (N = 1, 052, 545). All usage subgroups are
similar in this regard, with a chi-square test of the contingency table between the frequencies of sessions ending
with and without these types of notifications showing no
significant difference between the groups.
However, each subgroup did have a varying number of notifications remaining, (LUU: M = 3.70, SD = 4.52, Mdn =
2, MUU: M = 3.97, SD = 5.81, Mdn = 2, HUU:
M = 4.38, SD = 4.94, Mdn = 3), inline with the number of notifications received and notification stack size
at the start of sessions (Section 4). A Kruskal-Wallis
H-test shows that the difference in the mean number of
notifications remaining per user, per session is significant
(χ2 (2) = 10.09, p < 0.006), but only between LUU and
HUU (p = 0.01), and MUU and HUU (p = 0.035). Overall
the results highlight that regardless of the usage per day,
9

Combining these results with Section 5.2, this suggests
that applications requiring a timely response should aim
to deliver notifications when the device is in use. We find
support for this as the majority of notifications removed
in the first session seen (Figure 9) were also delivered in
that session (76.59%, n = 1, 577, 104). However, from
another perspective, 93.17% of notifications that occurred
outside of sessions (n = 481, 911) were removed in the
next session, in comparison to 76.32% of those that arrived
during usage (χ2 (1) = 15.71, p < 0.001). This suggests
that the competition between notifications is large during
usage and that deferral is less likely if the notification is
pushed outside of usage. However, this may not be a viable
strategy depending on the timeliness of the data required as
predicting when the device will next be used is a challenge
in its own right.
Overall, the results indicate that users typically traverse
the notification stack in a top-down manner, treat groups
of notifications together, and often defer at least part of
the stack for later sessions, with some differences between
those added to the stack inside and outside of usage. This
highlights the extent that concurrent notifications are competing for our attention, yet they are designed from an
application’s point of view to be reviewed in cognitive
isolation of other one another. Combining this with the
observations of when removals occur (Section 5), we can
conclude that the positive and negative behavioural effects
of other notifications should be considered by applications
where feasible.
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Figure 9: The number of usage sessions unique notifications existed
within

notification stack consumed does not scale linearly with
its size, with typically only a small number of notifications being removed. A Krusal-Wallis H-test reveals that
the difference between the notification-stack size groups
was significant overall (χ2 (5) = 4581.25, p < 0.001), with
Dunn post-hoc tests revealing significance between all pairs
(p < 0.001) except between 11-20 and 20+. Interestingly,
this also suggests that users rarely dismiss all notifications
and start over when the size gets too big, but rather chip
away at it over multiple sessions. We find this to be a
common behaviour, with significance for each of the user
subgroups (LUU: χ2 (5) = 950.88, MUU: χ2 (5) = 727.85,
HUU: χ2 (5) = 2969.95, all p < 0.001), with most pairs
significant in post-hoc tests (except MUU: 11-20 and 20+;
HUU: 6-10 and 11-20, 6-10 and 20+, and 4-5 and 20+).

7. Discussion
The accuracy of many ESM-based applications require
avoiding deferment of prompts and obtaining timely responses that capture the user’s experience in a specific environment or context (e.g., mood reporting [45, 46], health
reporting [47], or capturing situational understanding [48]).
This also applies to applications trying to deliver information to influence the user in some way (e.g., location-driven
recommendations, e.g., [49, 50] or health-based interventions, e.g., [51, 52, 53]). However, notifications can be
freely pushed by applications for a variety of purposes and
subsequently often coexist together in competition, with
the empirical analysis conducted highlighting that notification stacks frequently form (Section 4). This supports
the motivation of this paper in questioning a common assumption in the literature that notifications are received,
interpreted, and responded to in cognitive isolation.
Our analysis has examined user behaviour towards the
notification stack, resulting in an overarching finding that
the arrival and presence of notifications can positively and
negatively impact others. We also find that the behaviour
observed is consistent irrespective of the daily time spent on
the device and number of notifications received. This forms
the primary recommendation of this paper: applications
should consider the wider notification stack where possi-

Collectively, these findings suggest that while some cognitive effort is frequently given to notifications, users consciously leave some or all of the notification stack until a
later time. To examine this from the perspective of individual notifications, Figure 9 shows the number of sessions
each notification was present in before being removed, for
those that were present at some point in at least 1 session
(N = 2, 583, 630 as this includes those that were removed
outside of a session, such as if the device was restarted).
Interestingly, the results show that the majority of notifications were removed in the first session they appeared in,
however, 20.31% of notifications (n = 524, 615) persisted
across multiple sessions before being removed (M = 2.80
sessions, SD = 19.92, M dn = 1). This behaviour is seen
across each of the user subgroups, with a chi-square test on
the contingency table comprised of frequencies in removal
in first or later sessions showing no significant difference.
Additionally, the mean number of sessions that a notification exists in was similar to the aggregate across the
subgroups. However, a Kruskal-Wallis H-test showed significance (χ2 (2) = 33.51, p < 0.001), with Dunn post-hoc tests
between LUU and HUU, MUU and HUU (all p < 0.001).
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• Groups of notifications from the same application are
predominantly removed as groups, rather than individually. This suggests that for applications pushing
multiple notifications, the user may limit their attention to the summary notification rather than each
individual notification in turn.

ble in designing their notification’s delivery and reporting
potential confounding factors.
It is clear that complex conscious or subconscious processes are applied in managing stacks of notifications, which
may affect the accurate collection and reporting of data
from mobile users. In particular, we highlight the following
observations and recommendations:

• Interruption policies are not widely used and where
they are, behaviour towards the notification stack
is not always reflective of the policy. Applications
should consider observing the interruption policy but
should not assume that it definitively represents user
preferences.

• Users are subjected to large numbers of notifications
and are often faced with multiple, concurrent notifications to review when they use their device. These
typically contain notifications from multiple apps and
are dealt with frequently (in just under half of all
usage sessions). Applications pushing a notification
should therefore consider that the user is unlikely to be
reviewing it in cognitive isolation of other notifications
competing for attention.

• Overall, despite a wide variation in the amount of time
that users spend on their device and the number of notifications received, there is little evidence that this is
linked to significant differences in how the notification
stack is managed.

• The arrival of a notification from one app may trigger
management of other notifications. Experiments reporting response rates, or evaluating the effectiveness
of delivery decision mechanisms, should record (where
possible) the context of other notifications as this can
positively and negatively impact the attention that
their notification receives.

7.1. Limitations
While the dataset was collected in-the-wild, offering
large-scale observation of natural notification behaviour,
limitations in the Android APIs available at the time of the
study leave unavoidable data gaps and potential sources
of bias. For example, API limitations prevented us from
knowing the manner in which notifications were removed
from the stack (e.g., dismissed, tapped on to open the app,
a specific action button, removed by the app, etc.). The
ability to collect this information would provide additional
granularity and insight. For example, the spike in removals
at the start of a usage session could be a combination of
user clicks, dismissals, and system removals (due the device
waking from sleep) and unfortunately the proportions of
each are unknown in the data presented here. Recent
modifications to the NotificationListener API now allow
data on how a notification was removed to be observed,
providing a basis for future work (see Section 7.2). Despite
this, it is appropriate to assume that a notification is
removed when it no longer offers useful utility (or intended
to offer utility), and therefore the conclusions highlighted
remain applicable. Additionally, individual applications
have fine grained interaction information with their own
notifications, with the results here suggesting that, where
possible, information about the wider notification presence
and behaviour can provide additional utility in the design,
delivery, and evaluation processes.
To facilitate large-scale “in-the-wild” data collection, the
associated application has to offer enticing features. In
doing so, we have introduced additional notifications. However, these represented a small proportion of the dataset
and their presence was controllable by each user. Furthermore, we did not request access to data that is highly
sensitive but could offer further insight, such as application
interaction data and notification content, due to privacy
concerns, which would also likely deter participation.

• The timing of delivery can greatly impact when a
response will likely take place. Those arriving outside
of usage are often removed at the start of the next
session (but this may not happen immediately), and
those that arrive during usage are often removed within
that session but are more likely to be deferred to a
later session than those arriving outside of usage. This
should be carefully considered in notification design,
for example to maximise response rates and avoid
deferment. Given the potential for this to act as a
confounding factor, where possible experiments should
record whether the device was in use or not at the
point of delivery.
• Notification removals frequently occur at the start
and end of sessions, where users may prolong usage
to perform notification management. Applications
should consider that if a notification is not responded
to immediately, it may have still been successful in
grabbing the user’s attention but not prioritised until
after other smartphone tasks.
• Users appear to approach management in a top down
fashion, meaning that notifications lower down the
priority stack may be easily ignored. Given the competition between concurrent notifications within the
stack, the notification’s position and deferment across
sessions should be regularly reviewed if response rates
need to be maximised. However, this should be balanced with the potential negative impacts that an
interruptive redelivery can have when designing the
updated notification’s characteristics.
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We conducted our analysis using a dataset of implicitly
machine-collected data, rather than adopting human experience sampling. While the inclusion of qualitative data
on the processes adopted would have provided additional
insight, the method would not be scalable for this study
due to the number of notifications users receive. Additionally, we only observe notification behaviour from usage
sessions on the device, and not on companion devices such
as smart watches, with previous studies highlighting that
notification management can involve multiple devices to
different extents [43]. Finally, the analysis examined notification stack behaviour holistically in order to expose
considerations for individual notifications. However, this
does not consider the potential motivational impact [54]
that compensation may have on responses to individual
responses (e.g., monetary compensation for answering questions for a research study). Nevertheless, the overarching
contributions in considering the wider notification stack
remain relevant.

regular management, with the wide diversity in their design
increasing the complexity of doing so further. A typical
convention in the study of notification management has
been to examine the response processes to a set of individual notifications [20] and build design considerations from
aggregated findings (e.g., [3, 7, 10, 12]). However, this does
not consider that notifications frequently coexist together
and the potential behavioural effects from this.
Using a dataset of over 30 million notifications across
1889 users, collected in an in-the-wild context, we have
examined the extent in which notifications coexist and
form a stack. From this, we have explored behavioural
patterns concerning when and how the notification stack
is reviewed and removed across periods of device usage, in
which we find that the arrival and presence of notifications
can have positive and negative behavioural effects on one
another. Overall, we conclude that examining notification
management from the wider viewpoint of notification stacks
has utility as it captures additional behavioural insights in
comparison to considering individual notifications in isolation. For applications where a timely response is important,
such as those adopting experience sampling, this presents
considerations for the design and delivery of notifications,
as well as during reflections on why a notification was or
was not responded to.

7.2. Future work
The findings of this analysis provide a basis for several
avenues of future work. Firstly, there would be interest
in investigating behaviour towards notification stacks at
a finer granularity (e.g., user interface interactions [55]
or application switches [56]) in order to determine how
management is scheduled around different tasks on the device. Such an approach has been successful in the context
of individual interruptions and notifications more broadly
(e.g., [9, 31]). Recent changes to the Android’s NotificationListener API since the data in this paper was collected
(as discussed in Section 7.1) now offer an opportunity to
examine the manner in which a notification was removed,
which could expose more specific behaviours to those observed. Additionally, the available meta-data surrounding
notifications continues to evolve (e.g., Apps can now add a
notification ‘category’ to their notifications), as does the
ways in which notifications can be managed (e.g., Notifications can now be snoozed). Future work should collect
and analyse this additional detail in order to unpick if, and
how, these changes affect the behaviours observed.
Secondly, future work can build on these findings by
exploring stack behaviour at a personal level to extract
insights based on individual differences (as seen in email
management [57]). Collecting additional qualitative data
surrounding personal motivation and reasoning behind the
observed behaviour could further inform the recommendations proposed in this study. Finally, in the context of
applications collecting data through notification responses
(e.g., experience sampling), the results motivate further
explicit experimentation into the impact of stack-based
strategies for notification delivery.
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